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Estimating the Reproducibility of Psychological Science
Abstract
Reproducibility is a defining feature of science, but the extent to which it characterizes science
is unknown. Following a structured protocol, we conducted 100 replications of studies
published in three psychology journals. Replication effects (
M
= .198, 
SD
= .255) were half
the magnitude of original effects (
M
= .396, 
SD
= .193) representing a substantial decline

effect. Ninetyseven percent of original studies had significant results (
p
< .05). Thirtysix
percent of replications had significant results; 47% of original effect sizes were in the 95%
confidence interval of the replication effect size; 38% of effects were subjectively rated to
have replicated the original result; and, if no bias in original results is assumed, 70% of the
metaanalytic combinations were significant effects. Correlational tests suggest that
replication success is better predicted by the strength of original evidence than by
characteristics of the original and replication teams. In sum, a large portion of replications did
not reproduce evidence supporting the original results despite using highpowered designs
and original materials when available. The open dataset provides a basis for hypothesis
generation on the causes of irreproducibility.
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A core principle of scientific progress is reproducibility (
16
). Scientific claims should
not gain credence because of the status or authority of their originator, but by the repeatability
of their supporting evidence. Scientists attempt to transparently describe the methodology
and resulting evidence used to support the claim. Other scientists agree or disagree whether
the evidence supports the claim, citing theoretical or methodological reasons, or by collecting
new evidence. Such debates are rendered meaningless, however, if the evidence being
debated is not reproducible.
Even research of exemplary quality may have irreproducible empirical findings
because of random or systematic error. Direct replication is the attempt to recreate the
conditions believed sufficient for obtaining a previously observed finding (
7, 8
), and is the
means of establishing reproducibility with new data. A direct replication may not obtain the
original result for a variety of reasons: known or unknown differences between the replication
and original study may moderate the size of an observed effect, the original result could have
been a false positive, or the replication could produce a false negative. False positives and
false negatives provide misleading information about effects; and, failure to identify the
necessary and sufficient conditions to reproduce an effect indicates an incomplete theoretical
understanding of the finding. Direct replication provides the opportunity to assess and
improve reproducibility.
There is plenty of concern (
913
), but little direct evidence about the rate and
predictors of reproducibility. What evidence does exist suggests that reproducibility is lower
than desired or anticipated. Using Bayesian reasoning, Ioannidis (
9
) estimated that
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publishing and analytic practices make it likely that more than half of research results are
false, and therefore irreproducible. In cell biology, two industrial laboratories reported
success replicating the original results of landmark findings in only 11% and 25% of the
attempted cases (
10, 11
). These numbers are stunning, but they are also difficult to interpret
because no details are available about the studies, methodology, or results. With no
transparency, the reasons for low reproducibility cannot be evaluated.
Other investigations point to practices and incentives that may inflate the likelihood of
obtaining false positive results in particular, or irreproducible results more generally.
Potentially problematic practices include selective reporting, selective analysis, and
insufficient specification of the conditions necessary or sufficient to obtain the results (
1223
).
In short, there are many informed hypotheses, but little direct evidence, about the
reproducibility of published research. We were inspired to redress this gap. In this article, we
report a largescale, collaborative effort to obtain an initial estimate of the reproducibility of
psychological science.
Starting in November 2011, we constructed a protocol for selecting and conducting
highpowered, highquality replications of a sample of published studies in psychology to
maximize quality and generalizability (
24
). The project was hosted at a project management
site (Open Science Framework; 
http://osf.io/
) where collaborators joined the project, selected
a study for replication from the available studies in the sampling frame, and were guided
through the replication protocol. The replication protocol articulated the process of selecting
the study and key effect from the available articles, contacting the original authors for study
materials, preparing a study protocol and analysis plan, obtaining review of the protocol by the
original authors and other members within the present project, registering the protocol
publicly, conducting the replication, writing the final report, and auditing the process and
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analysis for quality control (see 
25
, and Supplementary Information for method details).
Project coordinators facilitated each step of the process and maintained the protocol and
project resources. Replication materials and data were required to be archived publicly to
maximize transparency and accountability of the project team to the scientific community
(https://osf.io/ezcuj/).
To explore correlates of reproducibility we assessed characteristics of the original
study such as the publishing journal; original effect size, 
p
value, and sample size; experience
and expertise of the original research team; rated importance of the effect as indicated by
factors such as the citation impact of the article; and, rated surprisingness of the effect. We
also assessed characteristics of the replication such as statistical power and sample size,
experience and expertise of the replication team, independently assessed challenge of
conducting an effective replication, and selfassessed quality of the replication effort.
In total, 100 replications were completed by 270 contributing authors. There were
many different experimental designs and analysis strategies in the original research. Through
consultation with original authors, obtaining original materials, and internal review, replications
maintained high fidelity to the original designs. Analytic strategies converted results to a
common effect size metric (
r
, correlation coefficient) and confidence intervals. The unit(s) of
analysis for inferences about reproducibility were the original and replication studies. The
resulting open dataset provides an initial estimate of the reproducibility of psychological
science and correlational evidence to support development of hypotheses about the causes of
reproducibility.
Results
Evaluating Reproducibility
There is no singular standard for evaluating replication success (
25
). Here, we
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present five indicators of reproducibility—all of which contribute information about the
cumulative evidence for the relations between the replication and original finding and the
combined knowledge about the effect, and were correlated with one another (
r
’s range from
.21 to .98, median = .57). Results are summarized in Table 1.
Evaluating replication effect against null hypothesis of no effect
.A
straightforward method for evaluating replication is to test whether the replication shows a
statistically significant effect (
p
< .05) with the same direction as the original study. This
dichotomous vote counting method is intuitively appealing and consistent with common
heuristics used to decide if original studies “worked”. 97 of 100 (97%) effects from original
studies were positive results (4 had 
p
values falling a bit short of the .05 criterion, 
p
’s = .0508,
.0514, .0516, .0567, but all of these were interpreted as positive effects). Based just on the
average replication power of the 97 original, significant effects (
M
= .92, 
Mdn
= .95), we would
expect approximately 89 positive results in the replications, however there were just 35
2
(36.1%; 95% CI = [26.6%, 46.2%]), a significant reduction (McNemar test, ᵯ
(1) = 59.5, 
p
<

.001).
A key weakness of this method is that it treats the .05 threshold as a brightline
criterion between replication success and failure (
26
). It could be that many of the replications
fell just short of the .05 criterion. The left panel of 
Figure 1
shows the density plots of
p
values for original studies (Mean 
p
value = .028) and replications (Mean 
p
value = .302).
The 64 nonsignificant 
p
values for replications were distributed widely. However, this
distribution deviated slightly from uniform suggesting that at least one replication could be a

false negative (
χ2
(128) = 155.83, 
p
= .048). The wide distribution of 
p
values suggests

against insufficient power as an overall explanation for failures to replicate. Figure 2 shows a
scatterplot of original compared with replication study 
p
values.
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Evaluating replication effect against original effect size
. A complementary method
for evaluating replication is to test whether the original effect size is within the 95% confidence
interval of the effect size estimate from the replication. In other words, is the replication effect
significantly different than the original estimate? For the subset of 74 studies in which the
standard error of the correlation could be computed, 31 of the 74 (41.9%) of the replication
confidence intervals contained the original effect size (significantly lower than the expected
value of 78.5%, 
p
< .001, see SI). For 21 studies using other test statistics (
F
[
df
> 1, 
df
] and
1
2

Χ2
), 66.7% of confidence intervals contained the effect size of the original study. Overall, this

suggests a 47.4% replication success rate on this criterion.
This method addresses the weakness of the first test—a replication in the same
direction and a 
p
value of .06 may not be significantly different from the original result.
However, the method will also indicate that a replication “fails” when the direction of the effect
is the same but the replication effect size is significantly smaller than the original effect size
(
27
). Also, the replication “succeeds” when the result is near zero but not estimated with
sufficiently high precision to be distinguished from the original effect size.
Comparing original and replication effect sizes.Comparing the magnitude of the
original and replication effect sizes avoids special emphasis on 
p
values. Overall, original
study effect sizes (
M
= .396, 
SD
= .193) were reliably larger than replication effect sizes (
M
=
.198, 
SD
= .255), 
Wilcoxon’s
W

= 7132, 
p
< .001. Of the 97 studies for which an effect size in
both the original and replication study could be calculated (
28
), 82 showed a stronger effect
size in the original study (82.8%; 
p
< .001, binomial test; see right panel of Figure 1). Original
and replication effect sizes were positively correlated (Spearman’s 
r
= .51, 
p
< .001). Figure 3
presents a scatterplot of the original and replication effect sizes.
Combining original and replication effect sizes for cumulative evidence
. The
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disadvantage of the descriptive comparison of effect sizes is that it does not provide
information about the precision of either estimate, or resolution of the cumulative evidence for
the effect. This is often addressed by computing a metaanalytic estimate of the effect sizes
by combining the original and replication studies (
26
). 
This approach weights each study
based on sample size, and uses these weighted estimates of effect size to estimate
cumulative evidence and precision of the effect.Using a fixedeffect model, 52 of the 74
(70.3%) effects for which a metaanalytic estimate could be computed had 95% confidence
intervals that did not include 0.
An important qualification about this result is the possibility that the original studies
have inflated effect sizes due to publication, selection, reporting, or other biases (
9, 1223
). In
a discipline with low powered research designs and an emphasis on positive results for
publication, effect sizes will be systematically overestimated in the published literature. There
is no publication bias in the replication studies because all results are reported. Also, there
are no selection or reporting biases because they were confirmatory tests based on
preanalysis plans. This maximizes the interpretability of the replication 
p
values and effect
estimates. If publication, selection, and reporting biases completely explain the effect
differences, then the replication estimates would be a better estimate of the effect size than
the metaanalytic and original results. However, to the extent that there are other influences,
such as moderation by sample, setting, or quality of replication, the relative bias influencing
original and replication effect size estimation is unknown.
Subjective assessment of “Did it replicate?” 
In addition to the quantitative
assessments of replication and effect estimation, replication teams provided a subjective
assessment of replication success. Subjective assessments of replication success were very
similar significance testing results (38 of 100 successful replications), including evaluating
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“success” for two null replications when the original study reported a null result, and “failure”
for a 
p
< .05 replication when the original result was a null.
Correlates of Reproducibility. 
Table 1 summarizes the overall replication evidence
across the criteria described above, and then separately by journal/discipline. Considering
significance testing, reproducibility was stronger in studies and journals representing cognitive
psychology than social psychology topics. For example, combining across journals, 14 of 53
(26%) of social psychology effects replicated by the 
p
< .05 criterion, whereas 20 of 38 (53%)
of cognitive psychology effects did so. Simultaneously, all journals and disciplines showed
2
substantial and similar (ᵯ
(4) = 5.91, 
p
= .21) decline in effect size in the replications

compared to the original studies. The difference in significance testing results between fields
appears to be partly a function of weaker original effects in social psychology studies,
particularly in JPSP, and perhaps greater frequency of highpowered withinsubjects
manipulations and repeated measurement designs in cognitive psychology as suggested by
high power despite small participant samples. Further, the type of test was associated with
replication success. Among original, significant effects, 23 of the 50 (46%) that tested main or
simple effects replicated at 
p
< .05, but just 8 of the 37 (22%) that tested interaction effects
did.
Table 2 (and Tables S4 and S5) provide correlations between reproducibility indicators
and characteristics of replication and original studies. A negative correlation with the original
study 
p
value indicates that the initial strength of evidence is predictive of reproducibility. For
example, 26 of 63 (41%) original studies with 
p
< .02 achieved 
p
< .05 in the replication,
whereas 6 of 23 (26%) that had a 
p
value between .02 < 
p
< .04, and 2 of 11 (18%) that had a
p
value > .04 did so (see Figure 2). Almost ⅔ (20 of 32, 63%) of original studies with 
p
< .001
had a significant 
p
value in the replication.
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Larger original effect sizes were associated with greater likelihood of achieving 
p
< .05
(
r
= .304) 
and
a greater decline in effect size observed in the replication (
r
= .310). Moreover,
replication success (
p
< .05) was related to replication power (
r
= .374) but not with decline in
effect size in the replication (
r
= .065). Comparing effect sizes across indicators, there are
hints that the surprisingness of the original effect and the challenge of conducting the
replication are related to replication success, but these effects were relatively small and not
observed consistently across indicators. Finally, there was little evidence that perceived
importance of the effect, experience and expertise of the original or replication teams, and
selfassessed quality of the replication accounted for meaningful variation in reproducibility
across indicators. In sum, replication success was more consistently related with the original
strength of evidence (e.g., original 
p
value, effect size, and effect tested) than with
characteristics of the teams and implementation of the replication (e.g., expertise, quality,
challenge of conducting study; see also SI Tables S4 and S5).
Discussion
We conducted a largescale, collaborative effort to reproduce 100 findings from the
published psychology literature. Replication effects (
M
= .198, 
SD
= .255) were half the
magnitude of original effects (
M
= .396, 
SD
= .196) representing a substantial decline effect
(
29
). Thirtysix percent of replications had significant results (
p
<.05) compared to 97% of
original studies; 47% of original effect sizes were in the 95% confidence interval of the
replication effect size; 38% of effects were subjectively rated to have replicated the original
result; and, with the assumption of no publication bias in original results, 70% of the
metaanalytic combinations of original and replication results were significant effects. No
single indicator sufficiently describes replication success, and these indicators are not the only
ways to evaluate reproducibility. Nonetheless, collectively, these results offer a clear
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conclusion: a large portion of replications did not reproduce evidence supporting the original
results despite using highpowered designs, materials provided by the original authors, and
review in advance for methodological fidelity. Moreover, correlational evidence is consistent
with the conclusion that variation in the strength of initial evidence was more predictive of
replication success than variation in the characteristics of the teams and conducting of the
replication. The latter factors certainly can influence replication success, the evidence is just
that they did not do so here. Other investigators may develop alternative indicators to explore
further the role of expertise and quality in reproducibility on this open dataset.
Insights on Reproducibility
It is too easy to conclude that successful replication means that the theoretical
understanding of the original finding is correct. However, direct replication only provides
evidence for the reliability of a result. If there are alternative explanations for the original
finding, those alternatives could likewise account for the replication. Understanding is
achieved through multiple, diverse investigations that provide converging support for a
theoretical interpretation and rule out alternative explanations.
It is also too easy to conclude that a failure to replicate a result means that the original
evidence was a false positive. There is good evidence that low power of research designs
combined with publication bias favoring positive results over negative results produces a
literature with upwardly biased effect sizes (
14, 16, 30, 31
). This anticipates that replication
effect sizes would be smaller than original studies on a routine basis—not because of
differences in implementation but because the original study effect sizes are affected by
publication and reporting bias and the replications are not. The results showed a decline
effect consistent with this expectation. Most replication effects were smaller than original
results, and reproducibility success was correlated with indicators of the strength of initial
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evidence such as lower original 
p
values and larger effect sizes. This suggests publication,
selection, and reporting biases as plausible explanations for the difference between original
and replication effects. The replication studies have none of these biases because replication
preregistration and preanalysis plans ensured confirmatory tests and reporting of all results.
Finally, besides revealing false positives, replications could fail if the replication
methodology differs from the original in ways that interfere with observing the effect. We
conducted replications designed to minimize 
a priori
reasons to expect a different result by
using original materials, engaging original authors for review of the designs, and with internal
review. Nonetheless, none of these efforts guarantee that unanticipated factors in the
sample, setting, or procedure altered the observed effect magnitudes (
32
). The observed
variation in replication and original results may reduce certainty about the statistical
inferences of the original study, but it also provides opportunity for theoretical innovation to
explain differing outcomes, to be followed by research to test those hypothesized
explanations.
Implications and Limitations
The present study provides the first open, systematic evidence of reproducibility from a
sample of studies in psychology. We sought to maximize generalizability of the results with a
structured process for selecting studies for replication. However, it is unknown the extent to
which these findings extend to the rest of psychology subdisciplines, or to other disciplines. In
the sampling frame itself, not all studies were replicated. For example, more resource
intensive studies were less likely to be included than less resource intensive studies. While
study selection bias was reduced by the sampling frame and selection strategy (see SI), the
impact of selection bias is unknown.
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We investigated the reproducibility rate of psychology, not because there is something
special about psychology, but because it is our discipline. Concerns about reproducibility are
widespread across disciplines (
921
). Reproducibility is not wellunderstood because the
incentives for individual scientists prioritize novelty over replication. If nothing else, this
project demonstrates that it is possible to conduct a largescale examination of reproducibility
despite the incentive barriers. Perhaps this, and the related Many Labs replication projects
(
32
), will spur similar efforts across disciplines such as the ongoing effort in cancer biology
(
33
). Cumulative evidence across fields would yield insight about common and unique
challenges, and may crossfertilize strategies to improve reproducibility.
Because reproducibility is a hallmark of credible scientific evidence, it is tempting to
think that maximum reproducibility of original results is important from the onset of a line of
inquiry through its maturation. This is a mistake. If initial ideas were always correct, then there
would be hardly a reason to conduct research in the first place. A healthy discipline will have
many false starts as it confronts the limits of present understanding.
Innovation is the engine of discovery and is vital for a productive, effective scientific
enterprise. However, innovative ideas become old news fast. Journal reviewers and editors
may dismiss a new test of a published idea as unoriginal. The claim that “we already know
this” belies the uncertainty of scientific evidence. Deciding the ideal balance of resourcing
innovation versus verification is a question of research efficiency. How can we maximize the
rate of research progress? Innovation points out paths that are possible; replication points out
paths that are likely; progress relies on both. The ideal balance is a topic for investigation
itself. Scientific incentives  funding, publication, awards  can be tuned to encourage an
optimal balance in the collective effort of discovery (TOP Guidelines, this issue; 
34
).
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Progress occurs when existing expectations are violated, and a surprising result spurs
a new investigation. Replication can increase certainty when findings are reproduced, and
promote innovation when they are not. This project provides accumulating evidence for many
findings in psychological research, and suggests that there is still more work to do to verify
whether we know what we think we know.
Conclusion
Following this intensive effort to reproduce a sample of published psychological
findings, how many of the effects can we confirm are true? Zero. And, how many of the
effects can we confirm are false? Zero. Is this a limitation of the project design? No. It is the
reality of doing science, even if it is not appreciated in daily practice. Humans desire certainty
and science infrequently provides it. As much as we might wish it to be otherwise, a single
study almost never provides definitive resolution for or against an effect and its explanation.
The original studies examined here offered tentative evidence, the replications we conducted
offered additional, confirmatory evidence. In some cases, the replications increase confidence
in the reliability of the original results; in other cases, the replications suggest that more
investigation is needed to establish credibility of the original findings. Scientific progress is an
accumulating process of uncertainty reduction that can only succeed if science itself remains
the greatest skeptic of its explanatory claims.
The present results suggest that there is room to improve reproducibility in
psychological science. Any temptation to interpret these results as a defeat for psychology, or
science more generally, must contend with the fact that this project demonstrates science
behaving as it should. Hypotheses abound that the present culture in science may be
negatively affecting the reproducibility of findings. An ideological response would discount the
arguments, discredit the sources, and proceed merrily along. The scientific process is not
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ideological. Science does not always provide comfort for what we wish to be; it confronts us
with what is. Moreover, as illustrated by the TOP Guidelines (this issue), researchers are
taking action already to improve the quality and credibility of the scientific literature.
We conducted this project because we care deeply about the health of our discipline,
and believe in its promise for accumulating knowledge about human behavior that can
advance the quality of the human condition. Reproducibility is central to that aim.
Accumulating evidence is the scientific community’s method of selfcorrection and it is the
best available option for achieving that ultimate goal  truth.
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Method
Two articles have been published on the methodology of the Reproducibility Project:
Psychology.
1. Open Science Collaboration, An open, largescale, collaborative effort to estimate the
reproducibility of psychological science. 
Perspect. Psychol. Sci.
7
,
657660 (2012).
2. Open Science Collaboration, in
Implementing Reproducible Computational Research
(A Volume in The R Series)
, V. Stodden, F. Leisch, R. Peng, Eds. (Taylor & Francis,
New York, 2014) pp. 299323.
The first introduced the project aims and basic design. The second provided detail on the
methodology and mechanisms for maintaining standards and quality control. The methods
sections below summarize the key aspects of the methodology and provide additional
information, particularly concerning the latter stages of the project that were not addressed in
the prior articles.
Sampling Frame and Study Selection
We pursued a quasirandom sample by defining the sampling frame as the 2008
articles of three important psychology journals—
Psychological Science (PSCI)
,
Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology
, and 
Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning,
Memory, and Cognition
. The first is a premiere outlet for all psychological research, the
second and third are leading disciplinaryspecific journals for social psychology and cognitive
psychology respectively (see Open Science Collaboration, 2012 for more information).
Teams selected articles matching their research interests and expertise from an initial
pool of the first 30 articles from each journal in chronological order. As articles were claimed,
additional articles were made available in groups of 10. This approach balanced competing
goals: minimizing selection bias by having only a small set of articles available at a time, and
matching studies with replication teams’ interests, resources, and expertise.
In total, there were 488 articles in the 2008 issues of the three journals. 158 of these
(32%) became eligible for selection during the project period, between November 2011 and
December 2014. From those, 111 (70%) articles were selected by a replication team,
producing 113 replications2 . And, 100 of those (88%) replications were completed by the
project deadline for inclusion in this aggregate report. Of the 47 articles from the eligible
sample that were not claimed, 6 (13%) had been deemed infeasible to replicate by a group of
volunteers because of time, resources, instrumentation, dependence on historical events, or
hard to access samples. The remaining 41 (87%) were eligible but were not claimed. Eligible

Two of the articles available for replication were replicated twice (
35, 36
). The first (
35
), was replicated in
an in lab setting, and online as a secondary replication. The second, experiment 7 of Albarracín et al. (2008)
was replicated in a lab setting and a secondary replication of experiment 5 was conducted online. These two
supplementary replications bring the total number of replications pursued to 113 and total completed to 100.
2
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but unclaimed studies often required specialized resources or knowledge—access to autistic
participants, macaque monkeys, or eye tracking machines, for example.
By default, the last experiment reported in each article would be the subject of
replication. Deviations from selecting the last experiment were made occasionally based on
feasibility or recommendations of the original authors. Justification for deviations were report
in the replication reports, made available on the Open Science Framework (http://osf.io/ezcuj).
In total, 84 of the 100 completed replications (84%) were of the last study in the article. On
average, the tobereplicated articles contained 2.99 studies (SD = 1.78) with the following
distribution: 24 single study, 24 two studies, 18 three studies, 13 four studies, 12 five studies,
9 six or more studies. All following summary statistics refer to the 100 completed replications.
For the purposes of aggregating results across studies to estimate reproducibility, a
key result from the selected experiment was identified as the focus of replication. This effect
was identified prior to datacollection or analyses and was presented to the original authors as
part of an initial report. In the individual replication reports and subjective assessments of
replication outcomes, more than a single result may be examined, but only the result of the
key effect was considered in the present analyses.
Replication Teams
RPP was introduced publicly as a crowdsourcing research project in November 2011.
Interested researchers were invited to get involved to design the project, conduct a
replication, or provide other kinds of research support such as coding articles. A total of 259
individuals contributed sufficiently to earn coauthorship on this report.
Of the 100 replication completed, 85 unique senior members were identified—several
of whom led multiple replications. Among those senior members, 72 had a PhD or equivalent,
9 had a master’s degree or equivalent, 1 had some graduate school, and 3 had or were near
completing a bachelor’s degree or equivalent. By occupation, 62 were faculty members or
equivalent, 8 were postdocs, 13 were graduate students, 1 was an undergraduate student,
and 1 was a private sector researcher. By domain, 36 identified social psychology as their
primary domain, 22 identified cognitive psychology, 6 identified quantitative psychology, and
21 identified other domains.
Replication Protocol
Sloppy or underpowered replication attempts would provide uninteresting reasons for
irreproducibility. Replication teams followed an extensive protocol to maximize quality, clarity,
and standardization of the replications. Full documentation of the protocol is available at
https://osf.io/ru689/
.
Power analysis
. After identifying the key effect, power analyses estimated the
sample sizes needed to achieve 80%, 90%, and 95% power to detect the originally reported
effect size. Teams were required to propose a study design that would achieve at least 80%
power and were encouraged to obtain higher power if feasible to do so. All protocols
proposed 80% power or greater, however, after corrections to power analyses, three fell short
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in their planning, with 56%, 69%, and 76% power. On average, 92% power was proposed
(median = 95%). Three replication teams were unable to conduct power analyses based on
available data—their method for planning sample size is detailed in their replication reports.
Following data collection, 90 of the 97 achieved 80% or greater power to detect the original
effect size. Posthoc calculations showed an average of 92% power to detect an effect size
equivalent to the original studies’. The median power was 95% and 57 had 95% power or
better. Note that these power estimates do not account for the possibility that the published
effect sizes are overestimated because of publication biases. Indeed, this is one of the
potential challenges for reproducibility.
Obtaining or creating materials
. Project coordinators or replication teams contacted
original authors for study materials in order to maximize the consistency between the original
and replication effort. Of the completed replications, 89 were able to obtain some or all of the
original materials. In 8 cases, the original materials were not available, and in only 3 cases
the original authors did not share materials or provide information about where the materials
could be obtained. Replication teams prepared materials, adapting or creating them for the
particular data collection context. If information available from the original report or author
contacts was insufficient, teams noted deviations or inferences in their written protocols.
Writing study protocols
. The protocols included a brief introduction explaining the
main idea of the study, the key finding for replication, and any other essential information
about the study. Then, they had a complete methods section describing the power analysis,
sampling plan, procedure, materials, and analysis plan. Analysis plans included details of
data exclusion rules, data cleaning, inclusion of covariates in the model, and the inferential
test/model that would be used. Finally, the protocol listed known differences from the original
study in sampling, setting, procedure, and analysis plan. The objective was to minimize
differences that are expected to alter the effect, but report transparently about them to provide
a means of identifying possible reasons for variation in observed effects, and to identify
factors for establishing generalizability of the results when similar effects are obtained. All
replication teams completed a study protocol in advance of data collection.
Replicators were encouraged to apply for funding for the replication to the Center for
Open Science—a grants committee comprised of members of the collaboration reviewed
study protocols and award requests.
Reviewing study protocols
. The written protocols were shared with original authors
for critique prior to initiating data collection. Also, protocols were reviewed by another
member of the RPP team for quality assurance and consistency with the reporting template.
Feedback from the original authors was incorporated into the study design. If the replication
team could not address the feedback, the original author comments were included in the
protocol so that readers could identify the 
a priori
comments by original authors about the
design. Replication teams recorded whether the original authors endorsed the design (69
replications), maintained concerns based on informed judgment/speculation (8 replications),
maintained concerns based on published empirical evidence for constraints on the effect (3
replications), or did not respond (18 replications). Two replications that were conducted prior
to the sharing policy being established did not receive feedback prior to data collection.
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Uploading the study protocol
. Once finalized, the protocol and shareable materials
were posted publicly on the Open Science Framework (OSF; 
https://osf.io/ezcuj/
) following a
standard format. If the original author requested to keep materials private, replication teams
noted this and indicated how to contact the original author to obtain the materials. After
upload, the replication team could begin data collection.
Reporting. 
Following data collection, teams initiated report writing and data sharing.
If there were any deviations from the registered protocol, teams noted those in the final report.
Also, teams posted anonymized datasets and a codebook to the OSF project page. Teams
conducted the planned data analysis from the protocol as a confirmatory analysis. Following
completion of the confirmatory analysis phase, teams were encouraged to conduct followup
exploratory analysis if they wished and report both—clearly distinguished—in their final report.
After writing the results section of the final report, teams added discussion with
openended commentary about insights gained from exploratory analysis, an overall
assessment of the outcome of the replication attempt, and discussion of any objections or
challenges raised by the original authors’ review of the protocol. At least one other RPP
member then conducted a review of the final report to maximize consistency in reporting
format, identify errors, and improve clarity. Following review, replication teams shared their
report directly with the original authors and publicly on the OSF project page. If additional
issues came up following posting of the report, teams could post a revision of the report. The
OSF offers version control so all prior versions of posted reports can be retrieved in order to
promote transparent review of edits and improvements.
Data Preparation
To prepare the aggregate data and final report, we conducted projectwide audit of all
projects, materials, data, and reports. Every project was reviewed to ensure that the
formatting and reports conformed to the template and availability standards and that the
conducted analysis and code could be reproduced. A description of this review is available
on the OSF (
https://osf.io/xtine/
). Moreover, 27 members of the team reproduced the
analyses of every experiment using a standardized format in the R analysis package as an
audit the replication analyses. A controller R script was created to regenerate the entire
analysis of every experiment and recreate the master datafile. This R script, available at
https://osf.io/fkmwg/
, can be executed to reproduce the results of the individual studies. A
comprehensive description of this reanalysis process is available on the OSF
(
https://osf.io/a2eyg/
).
In parallel, a subset of the RPP team defined variables to include in an examination of
correlates of reproducibility. These variables could represent characteristics of the original
study, characteristics of the replication, or contextual characteristics. Through this process, a
single 
master
data file was created for analysis.
Measures and Moderators
We assessed features of the original study and replication as possible correlates of
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reproducibility. The master data file was populated with dozens of variables that are available
for analysis. To reduce the likelihood of false positives due to many tests, we aggregated
some individual variables into summary indicators: experience and expertise of original team,
experience and expertise of replication team, challenge of replication, selfassessed quality of
replication, and importance of the effect. Exploratory analyses of the individual variables are
available in supplementary information. We had little 
a priori
justification to favor particular
variables over others, so aggregates were created by standardizing (
M
= 0, 
SD
= 1) the
individual variables and then averaging to create a single index. In addition to the publishing
journal and subdiscipline, potential moderators included 6 characteristics of the original study,
and 5 characteristics of the replication.
Publishing journal and subdiscipline
. Journals’ differences in publishing practices
may result in a selection bias that covaries with reproducibility. Articles from three journals
were made available for selection: JPSP (
n
=59), JEP:LMC (
n
=40), and PSCI (
n
=68). PSCI
publishes articles across subdisciplines in psychology. From this pool of available studies,
completed replications were selected and completed from JPSP (
n
=32), JEP:LMC (
n
=28),
and PSCI (
n
=40), and were coded as belonging to cognitive (
n
=37), social (
n
=54), or another
discipline of psychology (
n
=9). For analysis, all studies appearing in JPSP were treated as
from social psychology, and all studies appearing in JEP:LMC were treated as from cognitive
psychology. Reproducibility may vary by subdiscipline in psychology because of differing
practices. For example, withinsubjects’ designs are more common in cognitive than social
psychology and these designs have greater power to detect effects with the same number of
participants.
Characteristics of Original Study
Original study effect size, 
p
value, and sample size
. Qualities of the original
statistical evidence may predict reproducibility. All else being equal, results with larger effect
sizes and smaller 
p
values ought to be more reproducible than others. Also, larger sample
sizes are a factor for increasing the precision of estimating effects; all else being equal, larger
sample sizes should be associated with more reproducible results. A qualification of this
expectation is that some study designs use very few participants and gain substantial power
via repeated measurements.
Importance of the result
. Some effects are more important than others. This
variable was the aggregate of the citation impact of the original article and coder ratings of the
extent to which the article was exciting and important. Effect importance could be a positive
predictor of reproducibility because findings that have a strong impact on the field do so, in
part, because they are reproducible and spur additional innovation. If they were not
reproducible, then they may not have a strong impact on the field. On the other hand, exciting
or important results are appealing because they advance an area of research, but they may
be less reproducible than mundane results because true advances are difficult and infrequent,
and theories and methodologies employed at the fringe of knowledge are often less refined or
validated making them more difficult to reproduce.
Citation impact of original article
. Project coordinators used Google Scholar data to
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calculate the citation impact of the original article at the time of conducting the project analysis
(March 2015).
Exciting/important effect
. Coders independent from the replication teams reviewed
the methodology for the replication studies and answered the following prompt: “To what
extent is the key effect an exciting and important outcome?” To answer this question, at least
three coders read the predata collection reports that the replication teams had created.
These reports included a background on the topic, a description of the effect, a procedure,
and analysis plan. Responses were provided on a scale from 1 = Not at all exciting and
important, 2 = Slightly exciting and important, 3 = Somewhat exciting and important, 4 =
Moderately exciting and important, 5 = Very exciting and important, 6 = Extremely exciting
and important.
Surprising result
. Counterintuitive results are appealing because they violate one’s
priors, but they may be less reproducible if priors are reasonably welltuned to reality. At least
three coders independent from the replication teams reviewed the methodology for the
replication studies and answered the following prompt: “To what extent is the key effect a
surprising or counterintuitive outcome?” Coders read the predata collection reports
Responses were provided on a scale from 1 = Not at all surprising, 2 = Slightly surprising, 3 =
Somewhat surprising, 4 = Moderately surprising, 5 = Very surprising, 6 = Extremely
surprising.
Experience and expertise of original team
. Higher quality teams may produce more
reproducible results. Quality is multifaceted and difficult to measure. In the present study,
we aggregated four indicators of quality  the rated prestige of home institutions of the 1st and
senior authors, and the citation impact of the 1st and senior authors. Other means of
assessing quality could reveal results quite distinct from those obtained by these indicators.
Institution prestige of 1st author and senior author
. Authors were coded as being 1st
and most senior; their corresponding institutions were also recorded. The resulting list was
presented to two samples (Mechanical Turk participants 
n
= 108; Project team members 
n
=
70) to rate institution prestige on a scale from 7 = never heard of this institution, 6 = not at all
prestigious, 5 = slightly prestigious, 4 = moderately prestigious, 3 = very prestigious, 2 =
extremely prestigious, 1 = one of the few most prestigious. Project team members were
randomly assigned to rate institution prestige 
in psychology (n = 33) 
or
in general (n = 37)
.
Correlations of prestige ratings among the three samples were very high (
r
’s range .849 to
.938). As such, before standardizing, we averaged the three ratings for a composite
institution prestige score.
Citation impact of 1st author and senior author
. Project members used Google
Scholar data to estimate the citation impact of first authors and senior authors. These
indicators identified citation impact at the time of writing this report, not at the time the original
research was conducted.
Characteristics of Replication
Replication power and sample size
. All else equal, lower power and smaller sample
tests ought to be less likely to reproduce results than higher power and larger sample tests.
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The caveat above on sample size for original studies is the same as for replication studies.
Replications were required to achieve at least 80% power based on the effect size of the
original study. This narrows the range of power in replication tests to maximize likelihood of
obtaining effects, but nonetheless offers a range that could be predictive of reproducibility. A
qualification of this expectation is that power estimates are based on original effects. If
publication bias or other biases produce exaggerated effect sizes in the original studies, then
the power estimates would be less likely to provide predictive power for reproducibility.
Challenge of conducting replication
. Reproducibility depends on effective
implementation and execution of the research methodology. However, some methodologies
are more challenging or prone to error and bias than others. As a consequence, variation in
the challenges of conducting replications may be a predictor of reproducibility. This indicator
includes coders assessments of expertise required, opportunity for experimenter expectations
to influence outcomes, and opportunity for lack of diligence to influence outcomes.
Perceived expertise required
. Reproducibility might be lower for study designs that
require specialized expertise. Coders independent from the replication teams reviewed the
methodology for the replication studies and answered the following prompt: “To what extent
does the methodology of the study require specialized expertise to conduct effectively?
[Note: This refers to data collection, 
not
data analysis]” Responses were provided on a scale
from 1 = no expertise required, 2 = slight expertise required, 3 = moderate expertise required,
4 = strong expertise required, 5 = extreme expertise required.
Perceived opportunity for expectancy biases.The expectations of the experimenter
can influence study outcomes (
37
). Study designs that provide opportunity for researchers’
beliefs to influence data collection may be more prone to reproducibility challenges than study
designs that avoid opportunity for influence. Coders independent from the replication teams
reviewed the methodology for the replication studies and answered the following prompt: “To
what extent does the methodology of the study provide opportunity for the researchers’
expectations about the effect to influence the results? (i.e., researchers belief that the effect
will occur could elicit the effect, or researchers belief that the effect will not occur could
eliminate the effect) [Note: This refers to data collection, 
not
data analysis].” Responses were
provided on a scale from 1 = No opportunity for researcher expectations to influence results, 2
= Slight opportunity for researcher expectations to influence results, 3 = Moderate opportunity
for researcher expectations to influence results, 4 = Strong opportunity for researcher
expectations to influence results, 5 = Extreme opportunity for researcher expectations to
influence results.
Perceived opportunity for impact of lack of diligence. 
Studies may be less likely to be
reproducible if they are highly reliant on experimenters’ diligence to conduct the procedures
effectively. Coders independent from the replication teams reviewed the methodology for the
replication studies and answered the following prompt: “To what extent could the results be
affected by lack of diligence by experimenters in collecting the data? [Note: This refers to
data collection, not creating the materials].” Responses were provided on a scale from 1 = No
opportunity for lack of diligence to affect the results, 2 = Slight opportunity for lack of diligence
to affect the results, 3 = Moderate opportunity for lack of diligence to affect the results, 4 =
Strong opportunity for lack of diligence to affect the results, 5 = Extreme opportunity for lack of
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diligence to affect the results.
Experience and expertise of replication team
. Just as experience and expertise
may be necessary to obtain reproducible results, expertise and experience may be important
for conducting effective replications. We focused on the senior member of the replication
team and created an aggregate score of 7 characteristics: position (undergraduate to
professor), highest degree (high school to PhD or equivalent), selfrated domain expertise,
selfrated method expertise, total number of publications, total number of peerreviewed
empirical articles, and citation impact.
Position of senior member of replication team. 
Reproducibility may be enhanced by
having more seasoned researchers guiding the research process. Replication teams reported
the position of the senior member of the team from: 7 = Professor (or equivalent), 6 =
Associate Professor (or equivalent), 5 = Assistant Professor (or equivalent), 4 = Postdoc,
Research Scientist, or Private Sector Researcher, 3 = Ph.D. student, 2 = Master’s student, 1
= Undergraduate student, or other.
Highest degree of replication team’s senior member. 
Replication teams reported the
highest degree obtained by the senior member of the team from 4 = PhD/equivalent, 3 =
Master’s/equivalent, 2 = some graduate school, 1 = Bachelor’s/equivalent.
Replication team domain expertise. 
Reproducibility may be stronger if the replication
team is led by a person with high domain expertise in the topic of study. Replication teams
selfrated the domain expertise of the senior member of the project on the following scale: 1 =
No expertise  No formal training or experience in the topic area, 2 = Slight expertise 
Researchers exposed to the topic area (e.g., took a class), but without direct experience
researching it, 3 = Some expertise  Researchers who have done research in the topic area,
but have not published in it, 4 = Moderate expertise  Researchers who have previously
published in the topic area of the selected effect, and do so irregularly, 5 = High expertise 
Researchers who have previously published in the topic area of the selected effect, and do so
regularly.
Replication team method expertise. 
Reproducibility may be stronger if the replication
team is led by a person with high expertise in the methodology used for the study.
Replication teams selfrated the domain expertise of the senior member of the project on the
following scale: 1 = No expertise  No formal training or experience with the methodology, 2 =
Slight expertise  Researchers exposed to the methodology, but without direct experience
using it, 3 = Some expertise  Researchers who have used the methodology in their research,
but have not published with it, 4 = Moderate expertise  Researchers who have previously
published using the methodology of the selected effect, and use the methodology irregularly,
5 = High expertise  Researchers who have previously published using the methodology of
the selected effect, and use the methodology regularly.
Replication team senior member's total publications and total number of peerreviewed
articles. 
All else being equal, more seasoned researchers may be better prepared to
reproduce research results than more novice researchers. Replication teams selfreported
the total number of publications and total number of peerreviewed articles by the senior
member of the team.
Institution prestige of replication 1st author and senior author.
We followed the same
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methodology for computing institution prestige for replication teams as we did for original
author teams.
Citation impact of replication 1st author and senior author.Researchers who have
conducted more research that has impacted other research via citation may have done so
because of additional expertise and effectiveness in conducting reproducible research.
Project members calculated the total citations of the 1st author and most senior member of
the team via Google Scholar.
Selfassessed quality of replication
. Lower quality replications may produce results
less similar to original effects than higher quality replications. Replication teams are in the
best position to know the quality of project execution, but are also likely to be ego invested in
reporting high quality. Nonetheless, variation in selfassessed quality across teams may
provide a useful indicator of quality. Also, some of our measures encouraged variation in
quality reports by contrasting directly with the original study or studies in general. We created
an aggregate score of four variables: selfassessed quality of implementation, selfassessed
quality of data collection, selfassessed similarity to original, and selfassessed difficulty of
implementation. Future research may assess additional quality indicators from the public
disclosure of methods to complement this assessment.
Selfassessed implementation quality of replication. 
Sloppy replications may be less
likely to reproduce original results because of error and inattention. Replication teams
selfassessed the qualify of the replication study methodology and procedure design in
comparison to the original research by answering the following prompt: “To what extent do
you think that the replication study materials and procedure were designed and implemented
effectively? Implementation of the replication materials and procedure…” Responses were
provided on a scale from 1 = was of much higher quality than the original study, 2 = was of
moderately higher quality than the original study, 3 = was of slightly higher quality than the
original study, 4 = was about the same quality as the original study, 5 = was of slightly lower
quality than the original study, 6 = was of moderately lower quality than the original study, 7 =
was of much lower quality than the original study.
Selfassessed data collection quality of replication. 
Sloppy replications may be less
likely to reproduce original results because of error and inattention. Replication teams
selfassessed the quality of the replication study data collection in comparison to the average
study by answering the following prompt: “To what extent do you think that the replication
study data collection was completed effectively for studies of this type?” Responses were
provided on a scale from 1 = Data collection quality was much better than the average study,
2 = Data collection quality was better than the average study, 3 = Data collection quality was
slightly better than the average study, 4 = Data collection quality was about the same as the
average study, 5 = Data collection quality was slightly worse than the average study, 6 = Data
collection quality was worse than the average study, 7 = Data collection quality was much
worse than the average study.
Selfassessed replication similarity to original. 
It can be difficult to reproduce the
conditions and procedures of the original research for a variety of reasons. Studies that are
more similar to the original research may be more reproducible than those that are more
dissimilar. Replication teams selfevaluated the similarity of the replication with the original by
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answering the following prompt: “Overall, how much did the replication methodology resemble
the original study?” Responses were provided on a scale from 1 = Not at all similar, 2 =
Slightly similar, 3 = Somewhat similar, 4 = Moderately similar, 5 = Very similar, 6 = Extremely
similar, 7 = Essentially identical.
Selfassessed difficulty of implementation. 
Another indicator of adherence to the
original protocol is the replication team’s selfassessment of how challenging it was to conduct
the replication. Replication teams responded to the following prompt: “How challenging was it
to implement the replication study methodology?” Responses were provided on a scale from
1 = Extremely challenging, 2 = Very challenging, 3 = Moderately challenging, 4 = Somewhat
challenging, 5 = Slightly challenging, 6 = Not at all challenging.
Sampling Frame and Selection Biases
We constructed a sampling frame and selection process to minimize selection biases
and maximize generalizability of the accumulated evidence. However, to maintain high
quality, we had to balance these goals with having a selection process that was flexible
enough to match replication projects with teams that had relevant interests and expertise.
Initially, a total of 60 articles were made available from the sampling frame, starting with the
first article published in the first 2008 issue of each of the three journals. Articles were
matched with replication teams until the remaining articles were difficult to match. If there
were still interested teams, then another 10 articles from one or more of the three journals
were made available.
The most prevalent reasons for failure to match an article with a team were feasibility
constraints for conducting the research  such as a difficult to obtain sample (e.g., identical
twins), difficult to administer study design (e.g., 2year longitudinal study), or requirements for
specialized equipment or expertise (e.g., fMRI). Finally, after being claimed, some studies
were not completed because the replication teams ran out of time or could not devote
sufficient resources to completing the study. These present threats to generalizability of these
findings. Of the 158 articles that were made eligible for claiming from the sampling frame, 98
were replicated and were included in the final dataset (62%) of 100 replications. Two articles
had 2 replications each. By journal, replications were completed for 39 of 64 (61%) articles
from PSCI, 31 of 55 (56%) articles from JPSP, and 28 of 39 (72%) articles from JEP:LMC.
Guide to the Information Commons
There is a substantial collection of materials comprising this project that is publicly accessible
for review, critique, and reuse. The following list of links are a guide to the major components.
1. RPP OSF Project
: The main repository for all project content is here
(https://osf.io/ezcuj/)
2. RPP Information Commons
: The project background and instructions for replication
teams is in the wiki of the main OSF project (https://osf.io/ezcuj/wiki/home/)
3. RPP Researcher Guide
: Protocol for replications teams to complete a replication
(https://osf.io/ru689/)
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4. Master Data File
: Aggregate data across replication studies (https://osf.io/5wup8/)
5. Master Analysis Scripts: Script for reproducing analyses for each replication
(
https://osf.io/fkmwg/
); script for reproducing Reproducibility Project: Psychology
findings (
https://osf.io/ki26g/
)
Methods and Results for Individual Experiments
All reports, materials, and data for each replication are available publicly. In a few cases,
research materials could not be made available because of copyright. In those cases, a note
is available in that project’s wiki explaining the lack of access and how to obtain the materials.
The following table provides quick links to the projects (with data and materials), final reports,
and the R script to reproduce the key finding for all replication experiments.
OSF project

Final report

R script to reproduce key
finding

A Roelofs

https://osf.io/janu3/

https://osf.io/64pz8/

AL Alter, DM Oppenheimer

https://osf.io/jym7h/

https://osf.io/5axfe/

AL Morris, ML Still

https://osf.io/5f42t/

https://osf.io/qg9j7/

B Dessalegn, B Landau

https://osf.io/83n4z/

https://osf.io/qmupg/

B Eitam, RR Hassin, Y Schul

https://osf.io/x75fq/

https://osf.io/bvgyq/

B Liefooghe, P Barrouillet, A
Vandierendonck, V Camos
B Monin, PJ Sawyer, MJ Marquez
BC Storm, EL Bjork, RA Bjork

https://osf.io/7ebqj/
https://osf.io/a4fmg/
https://osf.io/byxjr/

https://osf.io/69b27/
https://osf.io/27gpt/
https://osf.io/xsmzb/

BK Payne, MA Burkley, MB Stokes

https://osf.io/79y8g/

https://osf.io/u23g9/

C Farris, TA Treat, RJ Viken, RM McFall

https://osf.io/5u4km/

https://osf.io/ihcrs/

C Janiszewski, D Uy

https://osf.io/ehjdm/

https://osf.io/8qc4x/

C McKinstry, R Dale, MJ Spivey

https://osf.io/pu9nb/

https://osf.io/8hurj/

C Mitchell, S Nash, G Hall

https://osf.io/beckg/

https://osf.io/n539q/

CJ Berry, DR Shanks, RN Henson

https://osf.io/yc2fe/

https://osf.io/9ivaj/

CJ Soto, OP John, SD Gosling, J Potter

https://osf.io/6zdct/

https://osf.io/3y9sj/

CP Beaman, I Neath, AM Surprenant

https://osf.io/a6mje/

https://osf.io/pmhd7/

CR Cox, J Arndt, T Pyszczynski, J
Greenberg, A Abdollahi, S Solomon

https://osf.io/uhnd2/

https://osf.io/fg2u9/

CS Dodson, J Darragh, A Williams

https://osf.io/b9dpu/

https://osf.io/dctav/
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D Albarracín, IM Handley, K Noguchi, KC
McCulloch, H Li, J Leeper, RD Brown, A
Earl, WP Hart

https://osf.io/2pbaf/

https://osf.io/gtewj/

D Albarracín, IM Handley, K Noguchi, KC
McCulloch, H Li, J Leeper, RD Brown, A
Earl, WP Hart

https://osf.io/tarp4/

https://osf.io/256xy/

D GanorStern, J Tzelgov

https://osf.io/7mgwh/

https://osf.io/txukv/

D Mirman, JS Magnuson

https://osf.io/r57hu/

https://osf.io/tjzqr/

DA Armor, C Massey, AM Sackett

https://osf.io/8u5v2/

https://osf.io/esa3j/

DB Centerbar, S Schnall, GL Clore, ED
Garvin

https://osf.io/wcgx5/

https://osf.io/g29pw/

DM Amodio, PG Devine, E HarmonJones

https://osf.io/ysxmf/

https://osf.io/9gky5/

https://osf.io/9ayxi/

https://osf.io/gfn65/

DR Addis, AT Wong, DL Schacter
E HarmonJones, C HarmonJones, M
Fearn, JD Sigelman, P Johnson
E Nurmsoo, P Bloom

https://osf.io/zpwne/
https://osf.io/ictp5/

https://osf.io/79ctv/
https://osf.io/ewtn6/

E van Dijk, GA van Kleef, W Steinel, I van
Beest

https://osf.io/jyq3t/

https://osf.io/cxwev/

E Vul, H Pashler

https://osf.io/7kimb/

https://osf.io/8twa9/

E Vul, M Nieuwenstein, N Kanwisher

https://osf.io/jupew/

https://osf.io/2mcdv/

EJ Masicampo, RF Baumeister
EP Lemay, MS Clark

https://osf.io/897ew/
https://osf.io/efjn3/

https://osf.io/4tb8a/
https://osf.io/nhsdq/

EP Lemay, MS Clark

https://osf.io/mv3i7/

https://osf.io/wb4vd/

G Hajcak, D Foti

https://osf.io/83tsz/

https://osf.io/vjb2a/

G Tabibnia, AB Satpute, MD Lieberman

https://osf.io/56fmw/

https://osf.io/u5g9n/

GA Alvarez, A Oliva

https://osf.io/dm2kj/

https://osf.io/xgdqy/

GP Lau, AC Kay, SJ Spencer

https://osf.io/ndhwk

https://osf.io/cwkzu/

H ErsnerHershfield, JA Mikels, SJ Sullivan,
LL Carstensen
https://osf.io/4wskd/

https://osf.io/qedt9/

J Correll

https://osf.io/hzka3/

https://osf.io/476wy/

J Förster, N Liberman, S Kuschel

https://osf.io/sxnu6/

https://osf.io/h2r9c/

J Winawer, AC Huk, L Boroditsky

https://osf.io/ertbg/

https://osf.io/efu3h/

JA Richeson, S Trawalter

https://osf.io/phwi4/

https://osf.io/wi6hv/

JE Marsh, F Vachon, DM Jones

https://osf.io/sqcwk/

https://osf.io/pfmwj/
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JI Campbell, ND Robert

https://osf.io/bux7k/

https://osf.io/z75yu/

JJ Exline, RF Baumeister, AL Zell, AJ Kraft,
CV Witvliet

https://osf.io/es7ub/

https://osf.io/jfigk/

JL Risen, T Gilovich

https://osf.io/wvcgb/

https://osf.io/itc9q/

JL Tracy, RW Robins

https://osf.io/9uqxr/

https://osf.io/k7huw/

JR Crosby, B Monin, D Richardson

https://osf.io/nkaw4/

https://osf.io/3nay6/

JR Schmidt, D Besner

https://osf.io/bskwq/

https://osf.io/ktgnq/

JS Nairne, JN Pandeirada, SR Thompson

https://osf.io/v4d2b/

https://osf.io/witg3/

JT Larsen, AR McKibban

https://osf.io/h4cbg/

https://osf.io/df7cj/

K Fiedler

https://osf.io/vtz2i/

https://osf.io/4m8ir/

K Oberauer

https://osf.io/n32zj/

https://osf.io/vhzi6/

KA Ranganath, BA Nosek

https://osf.io/9xt25/

https://osf.io/m4xp8/

KD Vohs, JW Schooler

https://osf.io/5bn6g/

https://osf.io/eyk8w/

KE Stanovich, RF West

https://osf.io/p3gz2/

https://osf.io/jv4tw/

KL Blankenship, DT Wegener

https://osf.io/v3e2z/

https://osf.io/4vuhw/

KR Morrison, DT Miller

https://osf.io/2jwi6/

https://osf.io/hau4p/

L Demany, W Trost, M Serman, C Semal

https://osf.io/wx74s/

https://osf.io/cfbk8/

L Sahakyan, PF Delaney, ER Waldum

https://osf.io/kcwfa/

https://osf.io/2hasj/

LE Williams, JA Bargh

https://osf.io/7uh8g/

https://osf.io/85bnh/

LS Colzato, MT Bajo, W van den
Wildenberg, D Paolieri, S Nieuwenhuis, W
La Heij, B Hommel

https://osf.io/a5ukz/

https://osf.io/kb59n/

M Bassok, SF Pedigo, AT Oskarsson

https://osf.io/irgbs/

https://osf.io/25vhj/

M Couture, D Lafond, S Tremblay

https://osf.io/qm5n6/

https://osf.io/3zg7e/

M Koo, A Fishbach

https://osf.io/68m2c/

https://osf.io/p5i9j/

M Reynolds, D Besner
M Tamir, C Mitchell, JJ Gross

https://osf.io/fkcn5/
https://osf.io/7i2tf/

https://osf.io/yscmg/
https://osf.io/mwgub/

MD Henderson, Y de Liver, PM Gollwitzer

https://osf.io/cjr7d/

https://osf.io/b2ejv/

MJ Yap, DA Balota, CS Tse, D Besner

https://osf.io/dh4jx/

https://osf.io/nuab4/

N Epley, S Akalis, A Waytz, JT Cacioppo

https://osf.io/m5a2c/

https://osf.io/utcr3/

N Halevy, G Bornstein, L Sagiv

https://osf.io/sjwcd/

https://osf.io/7xyi5/

N Janssen, FX Alario, A Caramazza

https://osf.io/e3ry5/

https://osf.io/7cab3/
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N Janssen, W Schirm, BZ Mahon, A
Caramazza

https://osf.io/ka5vp/

https://osf.io/iwaqf/

N Shnabel, A Nadler

https://osf.io/hxbvn/

https://osf.io/5bwva/

NB TurkBrowne, PJ Isola, BJ Scholl, TA
Treat

https://osf.io/ktnmc/

https://osf.io/gpvrm/

NO Rule, N Ambady

https://osf.io/4peq6/

https://osf.io/2bu9s/

P Bressan, D Stranieri

https://osf.io/7vriw/

https://osf.io/2a5ru/

P Bressan, D Stranieri

https://osf.io/7vriw/

https://osf.io/47cs8/

P Fischer, S SchulzHardt, D Frey

https://osf.io/5afur/

https://osf.io/bajxq/

P Fischer, T Greitemeyer, D Frey

https://osf.io/9pnct/

https://osf.io/7htc9/

PA Goff, CM Steele, PG Davies

https://osf.io/7q5us/

https://osf.io/xfj5w/

PA White

https://osf.io/x7c9i/

https://osf.io/ygh35/

PW Eastwick, EJ Finkel

https://osf.io/5pjsn/

https://osf.io/x3hbe/

S Farrell

https://osf.io/tqf2u/

https://osf.io/nmpdc/

S Forti, GW Humphreys

https://osf.io/nhqgs/

https://osf.io/jknef/

S Pacton, P Perruchet

https://osf.io/asn7w/

https://osf.io/3kn4c/

S Schnall, J Benton, S Harvey

https://osf.io/2dem3/

https://osf.io/pkaqw/

SE Palmer, T Ghose

https://osf.io/4ynbx/

https://osf.io/jnqky/

SJ Heine, EE Buchtel, A Norenzayan

https://osf.io/g4hn3/

https://osf.io/akv6y/

SK Moeller, MD Robinson, DL Zabelina

https://osf.io/7dybc/

https://osf.io/uevha/

SL Murray, JL Derrick, S Leder, JG Holmes

https://osf.io/3hndq/

https://osf.io/9ue7j/

SM McCrea

https://osf.io/ytxgr/

https://osf.io/7pdh8/

T Goschke, G Dreisbach

https://osf.io/pnius/

https://osf.io/mvdsw/

T Makovski, R Sussman, YV Jiang

https://osf.io/xtcuv/

https://osf.io/saq6x/

TJ Pleskac

https://osf.io/gyn9e/

https://osf.io/scqrd/

V LoBue, JS DeLoache

https://osf.io/5ygej/

https://osf.io/p67kr/

V PurdieVaughns, CM Steele, PG Davies,
R Ditlmann, JR Crosby

https://osf.io/3rxvs/

https://osf.io/5i8tu/

X Dai, K Wertenbroch, CM Brendl

https://osf.io/js7gd/

https://osf.io/aigrv/

Z Estes, M Verges, LW Barsalou

https://osf.io/b7zek/

https://osf.io/4di3e/
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Statistical Analyses
The reproducibility of psychological science was evaluated using significance and 
p
values,
effect sizes, subjective assessments of replication teams, and metaanalysis of original effect
sizes, replication effect sizes, and the difference of effect size between original and replication
study.
Significance and 
p
values. 
Assuming a twotailed test and significance or alpha level
of .05, all test results of original and replication studies were classified as statistically
significant (
p
value ≤ 0.05) and nonsignificant (
p
> .05). However, original studies that
interpreted nonsignificant 
p
values as significant were coded as significant (4 cases, all with
p
values < .06). Using the nonsignificant 
p
values of the replication studies only, using
Fisher’s (
38
) method we tested the hypothesis that these studies had ‘no evidential value’
(i.e., the nullhypothesis of zeroeffect holds for all these studies). The hypothesis that the
proportions of statistically significant results are equal was tested using the McNemar test for
paired nominal data, and a confidence interval of the reproducibility parameter was
calculated. Second, we compared the central tendency of the distribution of 
p
values of
original and replication studies using the Wilcoxon signedrank test and the 
t
test for
dependent samples. For both tests we only used complete data (i.e., studypairs for which
both 
p
values were available).
Effect sizes
. We transformed all effect sizes into correlation coefficients whenever
possible. Correlation coefficients have several advantages over other effect size measures,
such as Cohen’s 
d
. Correlation coefficients are bounded, wellknown, and therefore more
readily interpretable. Most importantly for our purposes, analysis of correlation coefficients is
straightforward because, after applying the Fisher transformation, their standard error is only

a function of sample size. Formulas and code for converting test statistics 
z
,
F
,
t
, and 
χ2
into
correlation coefficients are provided in [A3]. To be able to compare and analyze correlations
across studypairs, the original study’s effect size was coded as positive; the replication
study’s effect size was coded as negative only if the replication study’s effect was opposite to
that of the original study.
Effect sizes were compared using four tests. The central tendency of the effect size
distributions of original and replication studies were compared using both a paired twosample
t
test and the Wilcoxon signedrank test. Third, we computed the proportion of studypairs in
which the effect of the original study was stronger than in the replication study, and tested the
hypothesis that this proportion is .5. For this test we used the data for which effect size
measures were available but no correlation coefficient could be computed (e.g., if a
regression coefficient was reported, but not its test statistics). Fourth, we calculated
‘coverage’, or the proportion of studypairs in which the effect of the original study was in the
confidence interval of the effect of the replication study, and compared this with the expected

proportion using a goodnessoffit 
χ2
test.
We carried out this test on the subset, further called

MA, of studypairs where both the correlation coefficient and its standard error could be
computed. Standard errors could only be computed if test statistics were 
r
,
t
, or 
F
(1,
df
2).
 The
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expected proportion is the sum over expected probabilities across studypairs. The test
assumes the same population effect size for original and replication study in the same
studypair (see [A4] for computational details on the test). For those studies that tested the

effect with 
F
(
df1
>1,

df2
) or 
χ2
, we verified coverage using other statistical procedures (see


[A5]).
Metaanalysis combining original and replication effects
. Fixedeffect
metaanalyses were conducted in metafor on Fishertransformed correlations for all
studypairs in subset MA, and on studypairs with the odds ratio as the dependent variable.
The number of times the CI of all these metaanalyses contained 0 was calculated, whereas
only estimated effect sizes of those in subset MA were averaged and analyzed by discipline.
Subjective assessment of “Did it replicate?” 
In addition to the quantitative
assessments of replication and effect estimation, we conducted a subjective assessment of
whether the replication provided evidence of replicating the original result. In some cases, the
quantitative data anticipates a straightforward subjective assessment of replication. But for
more complex designs, such as multivariate interaction effects, the quantitative analysis may
not provide a simple interpretation. For subjective assessment, replication teams answered
“yes” or “no” to the question “Did your results replicate the original effect?”. Also, replication
teams answered two questions “
How much did the key effect in the replication resemble the
key effect in the original study?” and “Overall, how much did the findings in the replication
resemble the findings in the original study?” The second question assessed all findings the
replication team reported, allowing for a measure that encompassed more than just the key
effect.
Metaanalysis of all original study effects, and of all replication study effects
.
Two randomeffects metaanalyses were run using REML estimation in metafor, one on effect
sizes of original and one on effect sizes of replication studies, both of studies in set MA. We
ran three models; one without any predictor, one with studies’ standard error as predictor, and
one with standard error and discipline as predictor. Standard error was added to examine
smallstudy effects. A positive effect of standard error on effect size indicates that studies’
effect sizes are positively associated with their sample sizes. The results of this onetailed
test, also known as Egger’s test, is often used as test of publication bias. Discipline is a
categorical variable with categories JPSPsocial (= reference category), JEP:LMCcognitive,
PSCIsocial, PSCIcognitive, and PSCIother.
Metaanalysis of difference of effect size between original and replication study.
The dependent variable was the difference of Fishertransformed correlations (original –
replication), with variance equal to the sum of variances of the correlation of the original and
of the replication study. Several randomeffect metaanalyses were run using REML
estimation in metaphor. First, the interceptonly model was estimated; the intercept denotes
the average difference effect size between original and replication study. Second, to test for
small study effects, we added the standard error of the original study as a predictor, akin to
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Egger’s test; a positive effect is often interpreted as evidence for publication bias. Our third
model tested the effect of discipline.
Analysis of moderators
. We correlated replication success (
p
< .05)
Fishertransformed difference in effect size between original and replication studies estimated
metaanalysis across studypairs, whether the original effect size was in the replication 95%
CI, and subjective assessment of replication success with six indicators of the original study
(original 
p
value, original effect size, original sample size, importance of the effect, surprising
effect, experience and expertise of original team) and seven indicators of the replication study
(replication 
p
value, replication effect size, replication power (based on original effect size),
replication sample size, challenge of conducting replication, experience and expertise of
replication team, selfassessed quality of replication; see Table 2). As followup, we did the
same with the individual indicators comprising the moderator variables (Tables S4 and S5).
Those are detailed in the methods section above.
Results
Preliminary analyses
The input of our analyses were the 
p
values (DH and DT in the 
Master Data File
), their
significance (columns EA and EB), effect sizes of both original and replication study (columns
DJ and DV), which effect size was larger (column EC), direction of the test (column BU), and
whether the sign of both studies’ effects was the same or opposite (column BT). First, we
checked the consistency of 
p
value and test statistics whenever possible (i.e., when all were
provided), by recalculating the 
p
value using the test statistics. We used the recalculated
p
values in our analysis, with a few exceptions (see [A1] for details on the recalculation of
p
values). These 
p
values were used to code the statistical (non)significance of the effect,
with the exception of four effects with 
p
values slightly larger than .05 (.0503, .0509, .0514,
and .0516) that were interpreted as significant; these studies were treated as significant. We
ended up with 99 studypairs with complete data on 
p
values, and 100 studypairs with
complete data on the significance of the replication effect.
Table S1
. Statistical results (statistically significant or not) of original and replication studies.
Results
Replication
Nonsignificant
Original

Nonsignificant
Significant

Significant

2

1

62

35

The effect sizes (“correlation per df”) were computed using the test statistics (see [A3] for
details on the computation of effect sizes), taking the sign of observed effects into account.
Because effect size could not be computed for three studypairs, we ended up with 97
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studypairs with complete data on effect size. Of the three missing effect sizes, for two could
be determined which effect size was larger, hence we ended up with 99 studypairs with
complete data on the comparison of the effect size. Depending on the assessment of
replicability, different studypairs could be included. Seventyfour studypairs could be
included in subset MA, 76 (74+2) could be used to test if the studypair’s metaanalytic
estimate was larger than zero, and 95 (76+19) could be used to determine if the CI of the
replication contained the effect size of the original study (see end of [A3] for an explanation).
Evaluating replication effect against null hypothesis of no effect
.
See [A2] for details. Table S1 shows the statistical significance of original and replication
studies. Of the original studies, 97% were statistically significant, as opposed to 36.0% (CI =
[26.6%, 46.2%]) of replication studies, which corresponds to a significant change (McNemar

test, 
χ2
(1) = 59.1, 
p
< .001).
Proportions of statistical significance of original and replication studies for the three
journals JPSP, JEP, PSCI were .969 and .219, .964 and .464, .975 and .4, respectively. Of 97
significant original studies, 36.1% were statistically significant in the replication study. The
hypothesis that all 64 statistically nonsignificant replication studies came from a population of

true negatives can be rejected at significance level .05, but not at .01 (
χ2
(128) = 155.83, 
p
=
0.048).
The density and cumulative 
p
value distributions of original and replication studies are
presented in Figures S1 and S2 respectively. The means of the two 
p
value
distributions (.028

and .302) were different from each other (
t
(98) = 8.22, 
p
< .001; W = 2406, 
p
< .001).
Quantiles are .00042, .0069, .023 for the original, and .0078, .20, .54 for the replication
studies.
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Figure S1
: Cumulative 
p
value distributions of original and replication studies.
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Figure S2
: Density 
p
value distributions of original and replication studies

Comparing original and replication effect sizes.
See [A3] and [A6] for details. For 97 study pairs effect size correlations could be computed.
Figure S3 (left) shows the distribution of effect sizes of original and replication studies, and
the corresponding cumulative distribution functions (right). The mean effect sizes of both
distributions (
M
= .396 [
SD
= .193]; 
M
= .198 [
SD 
= .255]) were different from each other (
t
(96)
= 9.33, 
p
< .001; 
W
= 7132, 
p
< .001). Of those 99 studies that reported an(y) effect size in
both original and replication study, 82 reported a stronger effect size in the replication study
(82.8%; 
p
< .001, binomial test). Original and replication effect sizes were positively correlated
(Spearman’s 
r
= .51, 
p
< .001).
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Figure S3
: Distributions (left) and cumulative distribution functions of effect sizes of original
and replication studies.

Evaluating replication effect against original effect size

.
For the subset of 74 studies where the standard error of the correlation could be computed, it
was expected that 78.5% of CIs of the replication study contained the effect size of the
original study; however, only 41.9% (31 out of 74) of CIs contained the original effect size (
p
<
.001) (see [A4] for details). For the subset of 17 and 4 studies with test statistics 
F
(
df1
> 1, 
df2
)


2
and χ
, respectively, 66.7% of the confidence intervals contained the effect size of the original
study (see [A5] for details). This results in an overall success rate of 47.4%. Figure S4
depicts effect sizes of studypairs for which correlations could be calculated, and codes
significance of effect sizes as well.
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Figure S4
: Correlations of both original and replication study, coded by statistical significance.
Identical values are indicated by the black diagonal line, whereas the blue and dotted line
show the replication correlations as predicted by a linear model and loess, respectively.

Combining original and replication effect sizes for cumulative evidence
.
See [A7] for details. For 74 studypairs a metaanalysis could be conducted on the
Fishertransformed correlation scale. In 52 out of 74 pairs the nullhypothesis of no effect was
rejected (70.3%). The average correlation, after transforming back the Fishertransformed
estimate, was .317 (
SD
= .228). However, the results differed across discipline; average effect
size was smaller for JPSP (
M
= .142, 
SD
= .084) than for the other four disciplines, and the
percentage of metaanalytic effectsrejecting the nullhypothesis was also lowest for JPSP
(42.8%; see Table 1). As noted in the main text, the interpretability of these metaanalytic
estimates is qualified by the possibility of publication bias inflating the original effect sizes.
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Subjective assessment of “Did it replicate?”
Replication teams provided a dichotomous yes/no assessment of whether the effect
replicated or not (Column BX). Assessments were very similar to evaluations by significance
testing (
p<
.05) including two original null results being interpreted as successful replications
when the replication was likewise null, and one original null results being interpreted as a
failed replication when the replication showed a significant effect. One positive, original effect
that did not meet the 
p
< .05 criterion was subjectively assessed as a successful replication
resulting in 38 assessments of successful replication (38 of 100; 38%).
There are three subjective variables assessing replication success. Additional analyses can
be conducted on replication teams’ assessments of the extent to which key effect and overall
findings resemble the original results (Columns CR and CQ).
Metaanalysis of all original study effects, and of all replication study effects.
See [A7] for details. The metaanalysis on all original study effect sizes showed significant
︿

(
Q
(73) = 310.45, 
p
< .001) and large heterogeneity ( τ =.19, 
I2
= 73.8%), with average effect
size equal to .43 (
z
= 14.79, 
p
< .001). The average effect size differed across disciplines
(
QM
(4) = 14.08, 
p
= .0070), with effect size in JPSP (.29) being significantly smaller than in

JEP (.52; 
z=
3.13, 
p
= .0017). PSCICog (.58; 
z
= 2.59, 
p
= .0097), PSCIoth (.54; 
z
= 2.11, 
p
= .035), but not PSCISoc (.42; 
z
= 1.72, 
p
= .086). The effect of the original studies’ standard
error on effect size was large and highly significant (
b
= 2.33, 
z
= 6.07, 
p
< .001). Figure S5
shows the funnel plot of the metaanalysis without predictors. After controlling for study’s
2
standard error, there was no longer an effect of discipline on effect size (χ
(4) = 5.29, 
p
= .26).
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Figure S5
: Funnel plot of the metaanalysis on the original study’s effect size.

The same metaanalysis on replication studies’ effect sizes showed significant (
Q
(74) =
︿
2
468.23, 
p
< .001) and large heterogeneity ( τ =.27, 
I= 90.7%), with average effect size equal
to .21 (
z
= 5.97, 
p
< .001). The average effect size again differed across disciplines (
Q
M(4)
 =
15.24, 
p
= .0042). Average effect size in JPSP did not differ from 0 (.042; 
z
= .71, 
p
= .48),
and was significantly smaller than average effect size in JEP (.28; 
z
= 2.80, 
p
= .0051),
PSCICog (.45; 
z
= 3.29, 
p
= .0010), and PSCISoc (.26; 
z
= 2.52, 
p
= .0119), but was not
significantly smaller than effect size in PSCIoth (.14; 
z
= 0.60, 
p
= .55). The effect of the
standard error of the replication study was large and highly significant (
b
= 1.74, 
z
= 3.74, 
p
<
.001). Figure S6 shows the corresponding funnel plot. The effect of discipline remained after
2
controlling for the standard error of the replication study (χ
(4) = 13.01, 
p
= .011).
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Figure S6
: Funnel plot of the metaanalysis on the replication study’s effect size.

Metaanalysis of difference of effect size between original and replication study
The nullmodel without predictors yielded an average estimated difference in effect size equal
to .21 (
z
= 7.51, 
p
< .001) in favor of the original study. The nullhypothesis of homogenous
difference in effect sizes was rejected (
Q
(73) = 151.46, 
p
< .001), with medium observed
︿
2
heterogeneity ( τ =.148, I= 47.2%). Via Egger’s test, precision of the original study was
associated with the difference in effect size (
b
= .82, 
z
= 1.87
,
onetailed
p
= .031), hence
imprecise original studies (large standard error) yielded larger differences in effect size
between original and replication study. This is confirmed by the funnel plot in Figure S7.
2
Discipline was not associated with the difference in effect size, χ
(4) = 5.91, 
p
= .21, (i.e., the
average difference in effect size was equal for JPSP, JEP, PSCIsoc, PSCIcog, and
PSCIother). Also, after controlling for the effect of the standard error of the original study, no
differences between disciplines were observed ( χ 2

(4) = 6.04, 
p
= .20). No moderating effects
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were observed for: importance of the effect (
b
= .012, 
p
= .73), surprising effect (
b
= .0003, 
p
= .99), experience and expertise of original team (
b
= .0014, 
p
= .97), challenge of
conducting replication (
b
= 0.023, 
p
= .50), and selfassessed quality of replication (
b
= .039,
p
= .49). However, a positive effect of experience and expertise of replication team was
observed (
b
= .13, 
p
= .013), meaning that the difference in effect size was 
higher
for
replication teams with more experience and expertise.
Figure S7
: Funnel plot of metaanalysis on difference in effect size (original – replication).
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Moderator Analyses
The main text reports correlations between five reproducibility indicators and aggregate
variables of original and replication study characteristics. Below are correlations among the
five reproducibility indicators (Table S3), correlations of individual characteristics of original
studies with reproducibility indicators (Table S4), and correlations of individual characteristics
of replication studies with reproducibility indicators (Table S5).

Table S3
. Spearman’s rank order correlations among reproducibility indicators

Replications p
< .05 in
original
Effect Size Metaanalytic
direction
Difference
Estimate

original
effect size
within
replication
95% CI

Replications p < .05 in
original direction

.

Effect Size Difference

0.598

.

Metaanalytic Estimate

0.606

0.206

.

original effect size within
replication 95% CI

0.551

0.484

0.525

.

subjective "yes" to "Did it
replicate?"

0.978

0.571

0.558

0.587

subjective
"yes" to "Did
it replicate?"

.

Notes: Effect size difference (original  replication) computed after converting r's to Fischer's z. Notes: Four
original results had pvalues slightly higher than .05, but were considered positive results in the original
article and are treated that way here. Exclusions (see SI [A3] for explanation): "replications p < .05" (3
excluded; n = 97), "effect size difference" (3 excluded; n = 97); "metaanalytic mean estimates" (26
excluded; n = 74); and, "% original effect size within replication 95% CI" (5 excluded, n=95).
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Table S4
. Spearman’s rankorder correlations of reproducibility indicators with individual
original study characteristics
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Table S5
. Spearman’s rankorder correlations of reproducibility indicators with individual
replication study characteristics
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Appendices
[A1] Recalculation of 
p
values
Recalculation of pvalues. 
The 
p
values were recalculated using the test statistic and the
degrees of freedom, with the following Rfunction:
# Recalculating pvalues
# Written by CHJ Hartgerink, RCM van Aert, MALM van Assen
pvalr < function(x, N) {
fis.r < 0.5*log((1 + x) / (1  x))
se.fis.r < sqrt(1/(N3))
pnorm(fis.r, mean = 0, sd = se.fis.r, lower.tail = FALSE)
}
# Computes twotailed pvalue
pvalComp < function(
x,
df1,
df2,
N,
esType){
pvalComp < ifelse(esType=="t",
pt(abs(x), df = df2, lower.tail = FALSE) * 2,
ifelse(
esType=="F",
pf(x, df1 = df1, df2 = df2, lower.tail = FALSE),
ifelse(
esType=="r",
pvalr(abs(x), N) * 2,
ifelse(
esType=="Chi2",
pchisq(x, df = df1, lower.tail = FALSE),
ifelse(
esType == "z",
pnorm(abs(x), lower.tail = FALSE) * 2,
NA
)
)
)
))
return(pvalComp)
}
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Remarks pvalues and significance
● We used the 2tailed recalculated pvalues, with the exception of studies 7, 15, 47, 94,
120, 140 because the 
p
values were onetailed (see column BU; 
p
values in DH and
DT marked with yellow).
● For study 82 we used the reported 
p
value rather than the recalculated 
p
value,
because there was a difference in test performed by the replication team (
t
test for
correlation) and the test used for recalculation (Fisher 
z
test) that resulted in a different
p
value (marked with green in column DT).
● For study 69 the 
p
values of both original and replication study were entered manually.
In these studies, six highly significant binomial tests were carried out. We entered
‘.000001’ in columns DH and DT for these studies (marked with green).
● The 
p
values of study 59 could neither be retrieved nor recalculated, although both are
known to be significant (marked with purple in DH, DT, EA, and EB).
● Four 
p
values of original studies were interpreted as significant, although these
p
values were larger than .05. When creating variables for the statistical significance of
the effect (columns EA and EB), these effects were coded as significant (marked with
red).
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[A2] Analyses of significance and 
p
values
The code for the McNemar test of change in statistical significance:
# McNemar test
tab < table(dat$sign..O.[!is.na(dat$sign..O.) & !is.na(dat$sign..R.)],
dat$sign..R.[!is.na(dat$sign..O.) & !is.na(dat$sign..R.)])
mcnemarchi < (tab[1,2]tab[2,1])^2/(tab[1,2]+tab[2,1])
mcnemarp < pchisq(q = mcnemarchi, df = 1, lower.tail = FALSE)
The CIs of proportions of significance were computed exactly using the following TURBO
Pascal routine:
PROGRAM confidence_for_p;
{$N+}
USES CRT;
CONST n = 5;
ns = 5;
a: array[1..5] of extended = (0.001,0.01,0.025,0.05,0.10);
var count: integer;
h,p1,p2,po,pb: extended;
co,cb: array[1..5] of extended;
ob: integer;
{}
function fac(i: integer): extended;
var c: integer;
h: extended;
begin
h:= 1;
for c:= 1 to i
do h:= h*c;
fac:= h;
end;
{}
function bin(n,i: integer): extended;
begin
bin:= fac(n)/( fac(i)*fac(ni) );
end;
{}
function cdf(p: extended): extended;
var c: integer;
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begin
h:= 0;
for c:= 0 to (nsob)
do h:= h + bin(n,c) * exp( c*ln(p) ) * exp( (nc)*ln(1p) );
cdf:= h;
end;
{}
begin
p1:= 0;
ob:= 1;
if not (ns/n = 0)
then begin
for count:= 1 to 5
do begin
p2:= ns/n;
if count > 1
then p1:= co[count1];
repeat
po:= (p1+p2)/2;
if cdf(po) > 1a[count]
then p1:= po
else p2:= po;
until abs(cdf(po)1+a[count]) < 0.000001;
co[count]:= po;
end;
end;
ob:= 0;
p2:= 1;
if not (ns/n = 1)
then begin
for count:= 1 to 5
do begin
p1:= ns/n;
if count > 1
then p2:= cb[count1];
repeat
po:= (p1+p2)/2;
if cdf(po) > a[count]
then p1:= po
else p2:= po;
until abs(cdf(po)a[count]) < 0.000001;
cb[count]:= po;
end;
end;
end.
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The code for the (Fisher, 
p
curve, 
p
uniform) test of no evidential value in the nonsignificant
replication studies:
# Written by CHJ Hartgerink
# The Fisher method applied to test for deviation from uniformity
# In NONSIGNIFICANT Pvalues
FisherMethod < function(# Compute Fisher's exact test for nonsignificant pvalues.
### This function computes paper level Fisher test statistics, testing whether the
distribution of nonsignificant pvalues is uniform. Significant values indicate deviation from
uniformity.
### Returns both the normal Fisher test, as well as the complement test.
### Computations are done for p*=log(p), where p is all nonsignificant pvalues for
each identifier.
x,
### Vector of pvalues.
id,
### Vector giving paper identifiers.
alpha = .05
### Indicate what alpha level is being maintained for the study results, which serves
as a cutoff for selecting the nonsignificant pvalues.
){
Res < NULL
for(i in 1:length(unique(id)))
{
selP < x[id==unique(id)[i]]
nSigP < (na.omit(selP[selP>alpha])alpha)/(1alpha)
SigP < na.omit(selP[selP<=alpha])
if(!length(nSigP)==0){
# Compute the Fisher test statistic
FMeth < 2*sum(log(nSigP))
# Compute pvalues analytically
pFMeth < pchisq(q=FMeth, df=2*length(nSigP), lower.tail=F)
} else {
FMeth < NA
pFMeth < NA
}
Res < rbind(Res, data.frame(
Fish = FMeth,
PFish = pFMeth,
CountNSig = length(nSigP),
CountSig = length(SigP),
PercentNonSig = length(nSigP)/length(selP)))
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}
return(Res)
}
The code for the test comparing the means of the two dependent samples:
# Dependent ttest pvalues
t.test(x = dat$pval_USE..O.[!is.na(dat$pval_USE..O.) & !is.na(dat$pval_USE..R.)],
y = dat$pval_USE..R.[!is.na(dat$pval_USE..O.) & !is.na(dat$pval_USE..R.)],
paired = TRUE)
# Wilcoxon signedrank test pvalues
wilcox.test(dat$pval_USE..O.[!is.na(dat$pval_USE..O.) & !is.na(dat$pval_USE..R.)],
dat$pval_USE..R.[!is.na(dat$pval_USE..O.) & !is.na(dat$pval_USE..R.)],
alternative="two.sided")
sd(dat$pval_USE..O.[!is.na(dat$pval_USE..O.) & !is.na(dat$pval_USE..R.)])
summary(dat$pval_USE..O.[!is.na(dat$pval_USE..O.) & !is.na(dat$pval_USE..R.)])
sd(dat$pval_USE..R.[!is.na(dat$pval_USE..O.) & !is.na(dat$pval_USE..R.)])
summary(dat$pval_USE..R.[!is.na(dat$pval_USE..O.) & !is.na(dat$pval_USE..R.)])
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[A3] Calculation of effect sizes
Whenever possible, we calculated the “correlation coefficient per df” as effect size measure
2
based on the reported test statistics. This was possible for the 
z
, χ
,
t
, and 
F
statistic. The
code for the calculation is:
esComp < function(
x,
df1,
df2,
N,
esType){
esComp < ifelse(esType=="t",
sqrt((x^2*(1 / df2)) / (((x^2*1) / df2) + 1)),
ifelse(
esType=="F",
sqrt((x*(df1 / df2)) / (((x*df1) / df2) + 1))*sqrt(1/df1),
ifelse(
esType=="r",
x,
ifelse(
esType=="Chi2",
sqrt(x/N),
ifelse(
esType == "z",
tanh(x * sqrt(1/(N3))),
NA
)
)
)
))
return(esComp)
The 
z
statistic is transformed into a correlation using sample size 
N
with
2
with 
r
the Fishertransformed correlation. The χis transformed into the or correlation
f
coefficient with

,

. The 
t
and 
F
statistic are transformed into a “correlation per 
df
”

using
, where 
F
=
t2

. The expression in the first squareroot equals
the proportion of variance explained by the 
df
predictors of the variance not yet explained by
1
these same predictors. To take into account that more predictors can explain more variance,
we divided this number by 
df1
to obtain the “explained variance by predictor”. Taking the

square root gives the correlation, or more precisely, it gives the correlation of each predictor
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assuming that all 
df
predictors contribute equally to the explained variance of the dependent
1
variable.
The correlation effect sizes can be found in columns DJ and DV of the master data file.
Remarks effect sizes
● The effect sizes of original studies 120 and 154 were marked with green (column DV),
to indicate that both original and replication effect are coded as positive although their
observed effects were negative.
● Seventeen studies are marked with orange because the sign of the replication effect
was different from the sign of the original effect (column DV); in these cases, the
original effect was (as always) coded as positive and the replication effect as negative.
● No “correlation per df” effect size could be computed for studypairs 59, 69, and 77,
hence 97 studypairs have data on “correlation per df”.
● For studypairs 59 and 69 effect sizes could be compared on another scale than the
correlation (see columns BQ and BZ for 59, and BG and BZ for 69; marked with green
in column EC). For studypair 77 the effect sizes could not be compared (marked with
red in column EC).
● The table below lists all effect sizes or test statistics (first column) and their frequency
(second column), and for which analyses on comparisons of effect size they could be
included (columns three to six). The last row presents the frequency of studypairs for
each of the analyses in the columns.
Effect size or
test statistic

Frequency

%
Comparison
(which effect is
larger?)

Metaanalytic
estimate
(subset MA)

%
metaanalytic
(
p
< .05)

%
original effect
size within
replication 95%
CI

t
or 
F
(1,
df
)

70

+

+

+

+

F
(>1,
df
)

17

+

X

X

+

2
χ
odds ratio

2

+

X

+

+

2
χ
other

2

+

X

X

+

Binomial

1

+

X

X

X

r

4

+

+

+

+

beta and F

1

X

X

X

X

b

1

+

X

X

X

z

2

+

X

X

X

Total
frequency

100

99

74

76

95
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[A4] Calculation of expected coverage of original effect size by replication CI
One statistic to evaluate reproducibility is the probability that the original study’s effect size is
covered by the replication study’s confidence interval. If 
α
= .05, and we assume that both
studies are sampled from a population with the same true effect size, then this probability is a
function of both studies’ effect size. When both studies have equal sample size, this
probability equals 83.4% (
39
). However, this probability can be any number between 0 (if the
replication study has a much larger sample size) and 1 (if the original study has a much larger
sample size).
The program below calculates the expected proportion of coverage across study pairs, by
summing the study pairs’ probabilities. For each study, the probability of overlap is calculated
using the Fisher transformed effect size and its standard error. Since the standard error can
only be calculated for test statistics 
t
,
F
(1,df), and 
r
, we can only use this statistic for study
pairs who used these tests.
overlap < numeric()
points < 1000000
p < 1:points/(points+1)

# uniform probability density based on equally distributed points

for (i in 1:length(final$N.r)) {
zu < qnorm(p,0,1/sqrt(final$N.r[i]3)) + qnorm(.975)/sqrt(final$N.r[i]3)
# zu gives upper bound of Fisher transformed effect size for each possible point in the
# probability density
zl < zu  2*qnorm(.975)/sqrt(final$N.r[i]3)
# zl gives lower bound of Fisher transformed effect size for each possible point in the
# probability density
overlap[i] < mean(pnorm(zu,0,1/sqrt(final$N.o[i]3))) 
mean(pnorm(zl,0,1/sqrt(final$N.o[i]3)))
# overlap gives the probability of coverage as the average proportion that the original
effect
# size is lower than the upper bound minus the average proportion that the original
effect
# is larger than the lower bound
}
overlap
mean(overlap)
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[A5] Calculation of expected coverage of original effect size by replication CI for other
statistics

Effect size statistics based on 
F
(
df
> 1, 
df
χ2
(
df
) can be converted to correlations (see
1
2)
and 
A3), but their standard errors cannot be computed. Hence, coverage, or the probability that
the original study’s effect size is covered by the replication study’s confidence interval, needs
to be computed in another way. For 
F
statistics we first computed the 95% confidence interval
of the noncentrality parameter based on the observed 
F
statistic of the replication study.
Then, we estimated the noncentrality parameter of the original study using the fact that the
expected value of the 
F
statistic equals
.

Rewriting this expected value yields

. Coverage then means that the

CI contains . See the code below.

Similarly, for 
χ2
(
df
) statistics we checked if the CI of the noncentrality parameter

of

the replication study contains the estimated noncentrality parameter of the original study.
Using the fact that the expected value of the noncentral chisquare distribution equals 
df 
+ ,
we obtain
contains



=
χ2
(
df
) 1, which 
χ2
(
df
) equal to the test statistic of the original study. The CI

, if the cumulative probability of the chisquare value of the replication study given

is between .025 and .975. See the code below.
tol < 1e7
xm < 0
df1.or < df2.or < F.or < df1.rep < df2.rep < F.rep < 1:17
ncp.L < ncp.U < ncp.o < in.ci < 1:17
### study 12
df1.or[1] < 2
df2.or[1] < 92
F.or[1] < 3.13
df1.rep[1] < 2
df2.rep[1] < 232
F.rep[1] < 1.63
### study 13
df1.or[2] < 2
df2.or[2] < 68
F.or[2] < 41.59
df1.rep[2] < 2
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df2.rep[2] < 68
F.rep[2] < 41.603
### study 17
df1.or[3] < 2
df2.or[3] < 76
F.or[3] < 8.67
df1.rep[3] < 1.58
df2.rep[3] < 72.4
F.rep[3] < 19.48
### study 22
df1.or[4] < 3
df2.or[4] < 93
F.or[4] < 5.23
df1.rep[4] < 2.33
df2.rep[4] < 90
F.rep[4] < 0.38
### study 43
df1.or[5] < 2
df2.or[5] < 64
F.or[5] < 10.17
df1.rep[5] < 2
df2.rep[5] < 72
F.rep[5] < 1.97
### study 46
df1.or[6] < 21
df2.or[6] < 230025
F.or[6] < 118.15
df1.rep[6] < 21
df2.rep[6] < 455304
F.rep[6] < 261.93
### study 50
df1.or[7] < 2
df2.or[7] < 92
F.or[7] < 4.36
df1.rep[7] < 2
df2.rep[7] < 103
F.rep[7] < 2.601
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### study 55
df1.or[8] < 2
df2.or[8] < 54
F.or[8] < 3.19
df1.rep[8] < 2
df2.rep[8] < 68
F.rep[8] < 0.3
### study 64
df1.or[9] < 2
df2.or[9] < 76
F.or[9] < 21.57
df1.rep[9] < 2
df2.rep[9] < 65
F.rep[9] < 0.865
### study 80
df1.or[10] < 2
df2.or[10] < 43
F.or[10] < 3.36
df1.rep[10] < 2
df2.rep[10] < 67
F.rep[10] < 1.7
### study 86
df1.or[11] < 2
df2.or[11] < 82
F.or[11] < 4.05
df1.rep[11] < 2
df2.rep[11] < 137
F.rep[11] < 1.99
### study 117
df1.or[12] < 18
df2.or[12] < 660
F.or[12] < 16.31
df1.rep[12] < 18
df2.rep[12] < 660
F.rep[12] < 12.98
### study 132
df1.or[13] < 3
df2.or[13] < 69
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F.or[13] < 5.15
df1.rep[13] < 1.48
df2.rep[13] < 41.458
F.rep[13] < 1.401
### study 139
df1.or[14] < 3
df2.or[14] < 9
F.or[14] < 8.5
df1.rep[14] < 3
df2.rep[14] < 12
F.rep[14] < 13.06
### study 140
df1.or[15] < 2
df2.or[15] < 81
F.or[15] < 4.97
df1.rep[15] < 2
df2.rep[15] < 122
F.rep[15] < 0.24
### study 142
df1.or[16] < 2
df2.or[16] < 162
F.or[16] < 192.89
df1.rep[16] < 2
df2.rep[16] < 174
F.rep[16] < 252.83
### study 143
df1.or[17] < 4
df2.or[17] < 108
F.or[17] < 3.67
df1.rep[17] < 4
df2.rep[17] < 150
F.rep[17] < 0.58
### loop
for (i in 1:length(F.or)) {
df1.o < df1.or[i]
df2.o < df2.or[i]
F.o < F.or[i]
df1.r < df1.rep[i]
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df2.r < df2.rep[i]
F.r < F.rep[i]
### ncp lower bound
if (pf(F.r,df1.r,df2.r,0) < .975)
{ncp.L[i] < 0} else
{
x0 < 0
x1 < df1.r*F.r
print(x1)
ym < 1
while(abs(ym0.975) > tol) {
xm < (x0+x1)/2
ym < pf(F.r,df1.r,df2.r,xm)
if (ym > 0.975) x0 < xm
if (ym < 0.975) x1 < xm
print(xm)
print(ym)
}
ncp.L[i] < xm
}
### ncp upper bound
x0 < df1.r*F.r
x1 < 20*df1.r*F.r
print(x0)
print(x1)
ym < 1
while(abs(ym0.025) > tol) {
xm < (x0+x1)/2
ym < pf(F.r,df1.r,df2.r,xm)
if (ym > 0.025) x0 < xm
if (ym < 0.025) x1 < xm
print(xm)
}
ncp.U[i] < xm
### check if original is in ci of replication
ncp.o[i] < F.o*df1.o*(df2.o2)/df2.odf1.o
in.ci[i] < ( (ncp.L[i] < ncp.o[i]) & (ncp.U[i] > ncp.o[i]) )
}
cbind(ncp.L,ncp.o,ncp.U,in.ci)
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sum(in.ci)
mean(in.ci)
### ch2
## if probability calculated with pchisq is between .025
## and .975 then the ncp of original is in ci of replication
## Study 73
chi2.o < 3.85
chi2.r < 4.8
pchisq(chi2.r,1,chi2.o1)
## Study 84
chi2.o < 13.18
chi2.r < 7.1
pchisq(chi2.r,1,chi2.o1)
## Study 104
chi2.o < 3.83
chi2.r < 0.387
pchisq(chi2.r,1,chi2.o1)
## Study 165
chi2.o < 4.51
chi2.r < 1.57
pchisq(chi2.r,1,chi2.o1)
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[A6] Analyses of Effect Sizes
The code for the first two tests comparing means of dependent samples:
# Dependent ttest effects (r values)
t.test(x = dat$r..O.[!is.na(dat$r..O.) & !is.na(dat$r..R.)],
y = dat$r..R.[!is.na(dat$r..O.) & !is.na(dat$r..R.)],
paired = TRUE)
# Wilcox test effects (r values)
wilcox.test(dat$r..O.[!is.na(dat$r..O.) & !is.na(dat$r..R.)],
dat$r..R.[!is.na(dat$r..O.) & !is.na(dat$r..R.)],
alternative="two.sided")
summary(dat$r..O.[!is.na(dat$r..O.) & !is.na(dat$r..R.)])
sd(dat$r..O.[!is.na(dat$r..O.) & !is.na(dat$r..R.)])
summary(dat$r..R.[!is.na(dat$r..O.) & !is.na(dat$r..R.)])
sd(dat$r..R.[!is.na(dat$r..O.) & !is.na(dat$r..R.)])
mean(dat$r..O.[!is.na(dat$r..O.) & !is.na(dat$r..R.)])mean(dat$r..R.[!is.na(dat$r..O.) &
!is.na(dat$r..R.)])
The third test comparing effect sizes (‘which is stronger?’) was carried out using the variable
comparing effect sizes (column EC). The frequency of studies where the original effect size
exceeded the replication effect size (
f
) and the total number of comparisons (
n
) were entered
in the binomial test:
binom.test(f, n, 0.5, "two.sided", 0.95)
The fourth and last test compared the observed proportion of studypairs in which the effect of
the original study was in the confidence interval of the effect of the replication study with the

expected proportion using a goodnessoffit 
χ2
test. Supplement [A4] provides the code for

calculating the expected proportion. The code for calculating the observed proportion can be
found in supplement [A6]. The observed frequency 
f
, expected proportion 
p
, and number of
comparisons 
n
was entered in the binomial test:
binom.test(f, n, p, "two.sided", 0.95)
The number of comparisons 
n
equals the number of studies in which the effect was tested
using 
r
,
t
, or 
F
(1,df).
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[A7] Metaanalyses on effect sizes of each studypair
The metaanalyses were conducted on Fishertransformed correlations for all studypairs in
subset MA, i.e. for all studypairs where both the correlation coefficient and its standard error
could be computed. Standard errors could only be computed if test statistics were 
r
,
t
, or
F
(1,
df2
), which was for 74 studypairs. Standard errors of Fishertransformed correlations

were computed using
, which assumes tests of one correlation or an
independent sample 
t
test (but not a dependent sample 
t
test).
The results of all individual metaanalyses are reported after the code.
##############################
### Metaanalyses per pair ###
##############################
### How often is the null hypotheses rejected in the metaanalysis
in.ci < es.meta < se.meta < ci.lb.meta < ci.ub.meta < pval.meta < numeric()
for(i in 1:length(final$fis.o)) {
tmp < rma(yi = c(final$fis.o[i], final$fis.r[i]), sei = c(final$sei.o[i], final$sei.r[i]), method = "FE")
es.meta[i] < tmp$b[1]
se.meta[i] < tmp$se
ci.lb.meta[i] < tmp$ci.lb
ci.ub.meta[i] < tmp$ci.ub
pval.meta[i] < tmp$pval
if(tmp$pval < 0.05) { in.ci[i] < 1
} else { in.ci[i] < 0 }
}
sum(in.ci)/length(in.ci) # Proportion of times the null hypothesis of no effect is rejected
### Create data frame
tab < data.frame(ID = final$ID, fis.o = final$fis.o, sei.o = final$sei.o, pval.o = final$pval.o, fis.r
= final$fis.r, sei.r = final$sei.r,
pval.r = final$pval.r, diff = final$yi, es.meta = es.meta, se.meta = se.meta,
ci.lb.meta = ci.lb.meta, ci.ub.meta = ci.ub.meta, pval.meta = pval.meta)
### Check how often effect size original study is within CI of metaanalysis
in.ci.meta < numeric()
for(i in 1:length(final$fis.o)) {
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if(final$fis.o[i] > ci.lb.meta[i] & final$fis.o[i] < ci.ub.meta[i]) {
in.ci.meta[i] < TRUE
} else { in.ci.meta[i] < FALSE }
}
sum(in.ci.meta)/length(in.ci.meta) # Proportion of times the original study is within the CI of
metaanalysis
############################################################
### How often is original study within CI of replication ###
############################################################
### Create confidence interval for replications
ci.lb < final$fis.rqnorm(.975)*final$sei.r
ci.ub < final$fis.r+qnorm(.975)*final$sei.r
in.ci < numeric()
for(i in 1:length(final$fis.r)) {
if (final$fis.o[i] > ci.lb[i] & final$fis.o[i] < ci.ub[i]) {
in.ci[i] < TRUE
} else { in.ci[i] < FALSE }
}
sum(in.ci)/length(in.ci) # Proportion of times the original study is within the CI of the replication

